The Removal of Jesus the Christ Off the Cross.
As part of the Elemental Grace Alliance Divine Plan, one of the Proposals that we have herein promised
to Reveal and Execute for and on behalf of the whole of the Human Race here on Earth, and which this
process is a step by step ‘forward movement’ that cannot be rushed and must be allowed to Reveal its
calling in its own time, has today taken a new turn. Today Beloved Djwhal Khul has led us in an
undeniable way, to an edict, a statement of declaration, at the best unseen to date. I say unseen for in
Truth the Planetary alignments have done their work leading humankind to this point in time, when such
‘secret mysteries’ of the past can now be attained with new eyes!
DK, wrote in His Book through Alice Bailey ‘The Rays and Initiations’ over 70 years ago. The following
except from Rule 14 in the 14 Rules for Group Initiation, it must be said that that the interpretation of
this excerpt cannot be clearly defined without all of the other hints and analogies that DK presents in
His Rules. So please use your own Inner Guidance and Discernment through your own I Am Presence
and do not take what I am saying here as fact or fiction. You will know, or you will not, it is as simple
as that.
The Consciousness of Humanity, indeed the Consciousness of the Aspirant, Disciple or Initiate on the
Path of Discipleship, will all see only what they can comprehend in accordance to their own levels of
knowing and Knowledge, this is clearly stated and defined by DK in His Rules. All this is subject to, in
its own time and in its own way evolutionary, and as I believe is in direct relationship with the Planets of
this Solar System. Knowing or Knowledge cannot be rushed and must be preceded by free will to
consciously align oneself to Divine Will in the Divine Order of this Great Plan for the Evolution of
mankind. Today we know that with the Knowledge now attained, Perfect timing and alignment to the
Rules of Group Love, Group Awareness, Group Acceptance, Group Activity and Group Empowerment
are the way forward now. The Revelation here is that of another confirmation toward a New Revelation
born from the growth and development from the Unity Consciousness of Group Activities and this is in
direct alignment with the present Planetary Cycle that is so powerful that it has the potential to change
the history of this Planet, never before seen in Human Evolution. Your willingness to open to this
potential lies only in your ability to make the necessary changes in your life, that will move you from
what you now accept as real, to that which is yet unknown and open to new potentialities of what Real
really means.
I am therefore herewith introducing the Encodements that are in alignment with 29th May 2018 when
the Rules for the present United Group Forcefield called the Rule 1 Study Group, shall continue with
the rest of the 13 Rules for Group Initiation. This sharing is that the prelude that offers the awareness
needed to precede the awakening Heart to New Potentialities within mankind through you, is here, right
now!!!
It is not the whole story but should be enough to spark the Fire of God in your Bellies to get your closest
attention. You those who are ready at least.
I now place the DK excerpt here for your discernment and your own interpretation of the words shared.
Bless You
Rule 14 – 14 Rules for Group Initiation AAB Djwhal Khul. DK defines the word ‘Know’.

1. Know.
What is the difference between the knowing of the aspirant and the knowledge of the initiated disciple?
It is the difference which exists between two differing fields and areas of perception. The aspirant is told
first of all to "know thyself"; he is then told to know the relation of form and soul, and the area covered
by his knowledge is that of the three worlds, plus the level upon the mental plane on which his soul is
focused. The initiated disciple knows the relation of the periphery to the center, of the One to the many,
and of unity to diversity. The applicant is concerned with triplicity: himself as the knower, his field of
knowledge, and that which is the agent of knowing, the mind. The initiated disciple is beyond registering
triplicity and is occupied with the duality of manifestation, with life-energy as it affects or is related to
matter-force, with spirit and substance. The knowledge of the initiate has naught to do with
consciousness as the mind recognizes that factor in the evolutionary process; his knowledge is related to
the faculty of the intuition and to that divine perception which sees all things as within itself. Perhaps
the simplest way to express the knowledge of the initiate is to say that it is direct awareness of God, thus
putting it into mystical terms; the knowledge of the aspirant is related to that aspect of divinity which
we call the soul in form. Putting this in still another way, I might point out that the aspirant is concerned
with the knowledge of soul and matter, whilst the initiate is concerned with soul and spirit.
If I say to you, my Brothers and Sisters, that the knowledge of the initiate is concerned with that which
is produced by SOUND and not by the A.U.M. or the O.M., I shall have linked up these comments
with much else given previously in the analysis of these fourteen rules. The "listening" of the aspirant
has now been transformed into the effectual recognition of that which the Sound has created. I refer not
here to the creation of the phenomenal world, or to the world of meaning which is essentially the Plan
or the pattern underlying that phenomenal world, but to the intention or the Purpose Which motivated
the creative Sound; I am dealing with the impulsive energy which gives significance to activity and to the
life-force which the Sound centralizes at Shamballa.
It is not the fault of humanity that it is only now possible for the significance of the divine purpose to
emerge more clearly in the consciousness of the initiated disciple. It is a question of timing and of
movement in space; it concerns the relation of the Hierarchy, working with the Plan, to Shamballa, the
recipient (by means of the Sound) of the creative energy which it is the divine intention to expend in
producing a perfect expression of the divine Idea. It is to the knowledge of this relationship and of its
effects that the first word of Rule XIV refers.
It was the dawning of this significance upon the consciousness of the Christ—a consciousness
enlightened, purified and divinely focused—that forced Him to cry out: "Father, not my will but Thine
be done." He received a vision of the emerging divine intention for humanity and (through humanity)
for the planet as a whole. In the hierarchical stage of development which Christ had attained, and which
made Him the Head of the Hierarchy and the Master of all the Masters, His consciousness was entirely
at one with the Plan; its application to life in the three worlds, and its goal of establishing the Kingdom
of God on earth and the emergence of the fifth kingdom in nature, were now for Him simply the fulfilling
of the law, and to that fulfillment His entire life was and had been geared. The Plan, its goal, its
techniques and methods, its laws and their application, its phenomenal effects, the hindrances to be met,
the energy (that of love) to be employed, and the close and growing relation and interplay between the
Hierarchy and Humanity, between the heart center of the planetary Logos and the creative center, were
known to Him and fully understood. At the highest point of this consummated knowledge, and at the
moment of His complete surrender to the necessary sacrifice of His life to the fulfilling of the Plan,
suddenly a great expansion of consciousness took place. The significance, the intention, the purpose of
it all, and the extent of the divine Idea as it existed in the mind of the "Father," dawned on His soul (not
on His mind, but on His soul). He saw still further into the significance of divinity than had ever seemed

possible; the world of meaning and the world of phenomena faded out and—esoterically speaking—He
lost His All. These are words necessarily meaningless to you. For the time being, neither the energy of
the creative mind nor the energy of love was left to Him. A new type of energy became available—the
energy of life itself, imbued with purpose and actuated by intention. For the first time, the relation of
the Will, which had hitherto expressed itself in His life through love and the creative work of inaugurating
the new dispensation and the launching for all time of the Kingdom of God, became clear to Him. At
that point He passed through the Gethsemane of renunciation.
A hint lies here. This high point of attainment of the Christ—as related in the Gospel story—was
reached in Gethsemane, and for a brief moment we are given an insight into an aspect or happening of
the Sixth Initiation. It was this event and spiritual crisis in the life of the Christ (taking place as He
overshadowed His disciple, Jesus) which enabled Jesus on His own level of spiritual development to take
the fourth initiation, that of the Crucifixion or the Great Renunciation. The numbers four and six are
closely connected, and the lesser renunciation (great only from the human point of view) makes the
higher renunciation possible eventually, and vice versa. Running through many parts of the Gospel story
are two paralleling histories; the lesser world of discipleship profits by the achievements of those who
take the higher initiations, and thus is demonstrated the close unity which forever exists within the
Hierarchy and—focusing through the Christ—the synthesis which is beginning to be formed between
the Hierarchy and Shamballa. This is taking place in this era for the first time in human history. The
recognition of this emerging synthesis between Will and Love produced a definite effect in the
consciousness of the Christ and led Him to know much that had hitherto been concealed from Him.
These are deep mysteries. Their value to the disciple in training lies in the recognized and considered
relationships. These rules are—as you know—the rules controlling group life; they constitute the key to
the laws under which all planetary groups work. The hierarchical life, through its major aspect of Love,
was a familiar area of consciousness and well-known to the Masters and to the Master of Them all, the
Christ. But a further "knowing" lay ahead of even this "perfected Son of God"; the nature and the mind
of that great Being, embodied in the Lord of the World at Shamballa, was now revealed to Him.
It is this living realization of Being and of identification with the planetary Logos upon the cosmic mental
plane which constituted the unfolding awareness of the Christ upon the Way of the Higher Evolution.
Therefore, experience, perception and Being are the keynotes of:
1. The Path of Evolution.
2. The mode of unfoldment upon the Path.
3. The state of divine focus upon the Way.
In other words, you have the states of Individualization, of Initiation, and of Identification.
The relation between the listening of the aspirant and the knowledge of the initiated disciple has been
expressed for us in a certain ancient writing as follows:
"Dimly the one who seeks hears the faint whisper of the life of God; he sees the breathing of
that whisper which disturbs the waters of his Spatial life. The whisper penetrates. It then
becomes the Sound of many waters and the Word of many voices. Great is the confusion but
still the listening must go on. Listening is the seed of obedience, O Chela on the Path. More
loudly comes the voice; then suddenly the voices dim and listening now gives place to
knowing—the knowledge of that which lies behind the outer form, the perception of that which
must be done. Order is seen. The pattern clear emerges. Knowing is the seed of conscious
doing, O Chela on the Path. Listening and knowledge also fade away and that which they
produce can then be seen. Being emerges and union with the One. Identity is known—not on

this plane but on that higher sphere where move and speak the greater Sons of Life. Being
alone is left. The work is done."
End Excerpt.
To gain further hints and possibly deeper understanding of the relationship between the excerpt the
Removing Jesus off the Cross as a planned Elemental Grace Alliance Proposal you can read all about this
in the Book or e-Book ‘The Elemental Grace Alliance – A God Awakening’ page number 339 or you can
carry on reading below.

Dispensations to Release Old Patterns.
1. Removal Of Christ from The Cross.

“I Am not sure if I would call for a Dispensation on this matter, nor would I know how to look at
this from a wider perspective for any action toward the quickening of dissolving this old thought form.
It would be more like perhaps a special consideration, that with some focus and compassionate dialogue
there may be an action for a more direct alignment, whereby a confluence of two thought forms may
finally be directed toward the Higher Truth of this presentation to humanity. The point is that The Icon
of Jesus on the Cross has fulfilled its purpose in the overall scheme of religious doctrine.

“I cannot make comment on Icons of other religions for I have never studied any religion, including
Christianity.
But having discussed this aspect particularly with Sue many times over the years, this Icon is without
question, worshipped by hundreds of millions of people around the Globe, who in turn have given their
powers away to it and through it, the church, and what it supposedly represents; that of the suffering of
humanity and that one must suffer to be Redeemed to find Salvation.
“Yet we cannot forget or deny the Blessings that the Sign of the Cross and the Name of Jesus has
been a huge Light and Beacon of hope for millions of genuine hearts to turn to in continuance of their
Spiritual Journey under the Watchful Eye of this Benevolent Divine Christed Being.
“It is time in the New Cosmic Consciousness that this old paradigm of thought and worship is
released and dissolved; removed from the memories of those Dear Souls who cannot find Salvation within
themselves due to this false belief of looking away from Them Selves; that of the I Am Presence; The
Christ Jesus within Their Hearts.

“The old Piscean Age and the Christian Dispensation is now drawing to a close giving way to the
New Aquarian Age of Transmutation through Ceremony. This time of integration, of one Age
intertwining with the other, the confluence of two complimentary Divine and God Given Directives will
soon settle into that single True Vision of a Free Planet living the ‘Quality of Life and Freedom of Spirit’.
I Know it may not seem such a big thing in the overall scheme of things, but if this was, at the very least,
softened, melted away, dissolved from the consciousness or indeed replaced with a more appropriate Icon
or symbol, with millions of Souls devoted to Jesus, I Know there would be a huge change within the
resonance of humanity with this simple but potent idea.
“So as a suggestion I put forward this new image as a substitute toward the New Cosmic
Consciousness Worship. This image is already Gracing religious domains and it is easy to see why. What
is the message of this New Icon? The message is ‘I The Lord Jesus Christ In You, Empower You with
the Love, Power and Wisdom of the Three Fold Flame’.
“What is the New Cosmic Consciousness Worship? In the Knowledge Book – World Brotherhood
Union Mevlana Supreme Foundation; http://www.dkb-mevlana.org.tr/spforme.html it says;
“And transition from Form towards Consciousness is possible by Human Being’s grasping the
Awareness of the Entire Ordinance. Worship in Form is for the Human Being’s Own Self. Worship by
the Essence is for Humanity. Worship through Service and Work is for All Realms, for All Cosmoses”.
“If you seek Yourself within yourself, if You discover Your Lord within Yourself, if You make your
Prostration with Your Essence, if You Love without being Loved, if You Give without Receiving, then
You attain the Degree of Being the Servant of God through His Consciousness. From then on, Your
Worship is to the Human Being, to Humanity, to the Realms, to the Cosmoses, to the Universes. Social
Work done by this Consciousness is the Genuine Worship required”.

“This for me is the premise, yet the ‘Universal Law of Adoration’ is the way this is achieved. Simply
stated ‘it is the Act of paying reverent homage to a Divine Being with fervent and devoted Love’ Is Jesus
not doing this to Us in this image? Can we not adore the ‘Whole of Humanity’ and ‘All of Life’ here,
with this same ‘Devout Love Attribute of Adoration’? Perhaps the image should be of the ‘human’ being
placed upon the Alter of each Heart! Humans loving, adoring humans! Wow!

“Today, as we step deeper into the New Cosmic Consciousness; entering into a New Era of Light.
One that will present in its own way, the Full Measure of Truth through Spiritual Discernment, and that
Discernment will become the Essence of The Christed Ones who shall be the Divine Fruits of Their
Labors. Jesus is the Exemplar of that, is He not?
“This Blessing to Humanity has been consecrated throughout the Elemental Grace Alliance already
and my observation here is for a manner of action that would assist to enhance the ‘Quality of Life and
Freedom of Spirit’ for all of mankind; Self-Empowerment! Would I dare to propose ‘The SelfEmpowerment Dispensation’ using this idea as the foundation or bench mark? I would, and I do!
“In the Name of Our Beloved Mother and Divine Father and The Holy Spirit; In the Name of My I
Am Presence and the Christ Jesus in Me; I Lovingly Invoke the Services of All Those Divine Beings of
Love and Light Who may help Us in this Causal Healing! Bless You! And So It Is! As Above, So Below!
I Give Thanks, I Give Thanks, I Give God Thanks!”
This sharing in all three parts is Light Encodement, so you are invited to read this again now, this
time not with your mind knowing, but with your Heart Knowledge. You may like to read it several times
to gain the most benefit from what is being shared here.
In Love and Light We Share
As Above, So Below.
Peter

